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must meet or statutory requirements of 

2.. Etldeal Fitness: A candidate must have the ability to peiform and to 
wHh litigants, lawyers, witnesaes, and other cour1room participants objectively and without bias. A 
caiJdidate should bave a senso of humor and must exhibit tru.stwortbincss, moral vigor, and strcDgth of 
character. A candidate's past ootion and deeds should demonstrate consistent adherence to high ethical 
principles and his or her reputation should be above reproach. A candidate must also follow campaigning 
and pledging laws. At a minim.Uill, a sitting judge will be expected to have complied with the Code of 
Judicial Conduct•s to avoid 1b.e and 
3. A is expected to be in 
principles and in procedural and evidentiary roles. A candidate must have the ability to communicate in a 
style that is both lucid and persuasive and must have the intellectual capacity to interpret established legal 
principles, apply them to specific factual situations. and clearly and logically communicate the reasoning 
leading up to bis or her CODclusion: A caudidate's academic record, participation in continuing legal 
education or other seminars, lepl. writing, and reputation among professional colleagues to evaluate legal 
knowledge and ability will be 1.-eviewed. On the appellate court level, consideration will be given to a 

with arul build when 
4. Character: The of a regarding or ethical 
fimmcia1 responsibility, will be reviewed, as wen as a thorough investigation of any complaints, 

or criminal made a candidate. 
5. Reontation: Consideration of a candidate's will 1) the non-legal 
experience; 2) the candidate's involvement in community affairs, public office, or pro bono work; or 3} the 
candidate's views on social issues and his or her desire to affect public policy. A review will be undertaken 
to enaure a candidate has followed. the Code of Judicial Conduct's prohibition against certain extra-judicial 
activities and rules the use office. 
6. Physical Health: demamds judicial office require a high level of perfomlance, and a candidate 
must be both JIICldB11y and phystcally capable of performing the duties of the office sougbl with or without 
reasoaable accommodation for any mental or physical impairment tbat mbstantially limits a major life 

7. The dem!mds of the judicial office require a 
candidate must be both mentally and physic:ally capable of performing the duties of the office sought with 
or without reasonable accommodation for any mental or physical impairment that substantially limits a 

life 

/ 

/ 

./ 



8. Eperience: The extent 8Dd variety of a candidate's experience as an attomcy or as a judge or both 
should be considered in · of the nature of the 'udicial vac to be filled. 
·9. Jndiclal Temperament: A candidate's ability to COllSistently exhibit exemplary judicial temperament 
will be reviewed. Among the qual\ties that comprise such a tempemment are patience, open-rn;ndedness, 
courtesy, tact, finnness, understanding, compassiou, and humility. Factors that indicate a lack of judicial 

include IIII'O im atience osi , arbitrariness and 

Related Comments: 

SUMMARY STATEl\tENT: 
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meet the constitutional or statutory requirements 

1.. must to perform adjudicative duties imJ)artially and to 
with litigants, lawyers, witoaues, aDd otbe.r courtroom participants objectively and without bias. A 
caudidate should have a sense of humor and must exhibit trustworthiness, moral vigor, and strength of 
character. A canctidate's past sd:i.on and deeds should demonstrate consistent adherence to bigh ethical 
principles and his or her reputation should be above reproach. A candidate must also rollow campaigning 
and pledging laws. At a minjmum, a sitting judge will be expected to have complied with the Code of 

~ ancfn~tial~~ 

to well-versed :fundamental legal 
principles and in procedural and evidentiary rules. A candidate must have the ability to communicate in a 
style that is both lucid and persuasive and must have the intellectual capacity to interpret established legal 
principles, apply them to specific :factoal situations, and clearly and logically commuoicate the reasoning 
leading up to his or her conchmi.on. A caudidate's academic record, participation in continuing legal 
education or other seminars, legal. writing, and reputation among professional colleagues to evaluate legal 
lmowledge and ability will be t'CViewed. On the appellate court level, consideration will be given to a 
candidate's to work well with others and to build or reach a consensus when 
4. Character: The character of a candidate regarding his or her ethical standards, work habits, and 
fimmcial respOIISl"bility, will bo reviewed, as well as a thorough investigation of any complaints, 

S. of a candidate's backgrouud will include the following: 1) the non,.ICRat 
experience; 2) the candidate's involvement in community affairs, public office, or pro bono work; or 3) ~ 
candidate's views on social issues md his or hm' desire to affect public policy. A review will be undertaken 
to cmsme a candidate bas followal the Code of Judicial Conduct's prohibition against certain extra-judicial 

6. require a of perforDlllllCC, and a candidate 
must be both mentally and physically capable of performing the duties of the office sought with or without 
reuonable accommodation for any mental or physical impairm&mt that substantially limits a IDI\ior life 

7. Mental Stability: 'The derruwds of tho judicial office n:quire a high level of performance, and a 
candidate must be both mentally and physically capable of performing the duties of the office sought with 
or without reasonable accommodation for any mental or. physical impairment that substantially limits a 

Hfe 

• 
I 



8. lijmgfenee: The extent and variety of a candidate's experience as an attorney or as a judge or both 
should be considered in · ht of the uature of the • · • to be filled. 
9. Judicial Temperament: A candidate's ability to CODSistently exhibit exemplary judicial temperament 
will be reviewed. .Amoug the qualities that comprise such a temperament are patience, open-mindedness, 
courtesy, tact, firmness, understanding. compassion, and humility. Factors that indicate a lack of judicial 

C1'BIDellt include arro · atience · arb· · and 

Related Comments: 

· ~ 

SUMMARYSTAJEMENT: 

~-~~~~ 
G. Trenholm. Walker 
Committee Chair's NBDl(; 

' .. 
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• 
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constitutio.nal or statutory requirements of 

l. Ethical Fitness: A candidate ~ust have the ability to perfonn adjudicative duties impartially and to deal 
with litigants, lawyers, witnesses, and other ccnu:ttoom participants objectively aDd without bias. A 
caudidate Should have a sense of humor aad must exm'bit trustworthiness, moral vigor, and strength of 
chal:acter. A cmdidate's past action and deeds should demonstrate consistent adh.emlce to high ethical 
principles and his or her reputation should be above reproach. A candidate must also fullow campaigning 
and pledging laws. At a minimum, a sitting judge will be expected to have compliOO. with 1he Code of 
Judicial Conduct's the and 
1 A to 
principles and in procedural and evidentiary rules. A candidate DlD8t have the ability to communicate in a 
style that is both lucid and persuasive and must have d:te intellectual capacity to intetpret established legal 
principles, apply them to specific filctual situations, and clearly and logically communicate the reasoning 
leading up to his or her conchlsion. A candidate's academic record, participation in continuing legal 
education or other seminars, legal writing, and reputation among professional colleagues to evaluate legal 
knowledge and ability will be reviewed. On the appellate court level, consideration will be given to a 

to work well with others and to build or reach a consensus when 
Character: character of a candidate regarding his or her ethical work and 

Bnancial responsibility, will be reviewed, as well as a thorough investigation of any complaints, 
a candidate. 

5. of a candidate's background will the 
ClCpCrience; 2) the candidate's involvement in community affairs, public office, or pro bono work; or 3) the 
candjdate's views on social iSS~~Cs and his or her desire to affect public policy. A nwiew will be undcrtalren 
to CDSUre a candidate baa folland the Code of Judicial Couduct's proln"bition against certain axtra-judicial 

rules tilt: use office. 
The deJllliD.ds of the require a 

must be both mentally and ph:ysiW!y capable of performing the duties of the office sought with or without 
reasonable accommodation for :my mental or physical impairment that substantially limits ·a major life 

7. Mental StabOity: The denmnds of the judicial of and a 
candidate must be both mentally and physically capable of performing the duties of the office sought with 
or without reasouable accommodation fur any mental or physical impairment that substantially limits a 

life 

• 

(/ 



8. Experience: The extent aod wriety of a candidate's experience as an attorney or as a judge or both 
should be CODSidered in · of the natme of the · · · vac to be filled. 
9. Jndieial Temperlllllent: A candidate's ability to consistently exhibit exemplary judicial temperament 
will be reviewed. Among the qualities tbat comprise such a temperament are patience, open-mindedness, 
courtesy, tact, firmness, uoderstmding, compassiOn, and humility. Factors that indicate a lack of judicial 

crament mclude arro . tience osi • arbitrarines aud fvl"aftft'll 
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l. Ethical Fitneu: A candidate must have the ability to perform adjudicative duties impartially and to 
with Utiga$1, lawyers. witnelwes, and other courtroom participants objectively and without bias. A 
csmctidate should have a SCDlle of bmnar and must exhibit trustworthiness, moral vigor, and strength of 
character. A candidate's past action and deeds should demonstrate consistent adherence to high ethical 
principles and his or her reputation should be above reproach. A candidate must also foUow campaigning 
and pledging laws. At a minimum, a sitting judge will be expected to have complied with the Code of 

A expectedto 
principles and in procedural and evidentiary rules. A candidate must have the ability to communicate in a 
style that is both lucid and peuuasive and must have the intellectual capacity to interpret established legal 
principles, apply them to specific factual situations, and clearly and logically communicate the reasonjng 
leading up· to his or her concl1JJ8ion. A caadidate's academic record, participation in continuing legal 
education or other seminars, legal writing, and reputation among professional colleagues to evaluate legal 
lmowled.ge and ability will be teviewed. On the appellate court level, consideration will be given to a 
camtidate's to work well with others ami to build or a consensus when 
4.. Qvacter: The character of a his or and 
fi11811Cjal responsibility, will be reviewed, as well as a thorough investigation of any complaints, 

made a candidate. 
5. Reputation: Consideration r.f a candidate's 
experience; 2) the candidate's involvement in community a.ffilirs, public office, or pro bono work; or 3) the 
candi.date's views on. social issues and his or her desire to af&d public policy. A review will be undertaken 
to ensure a candidate bas followed the Code of Judicial Conc:hwt' s prohibition against certain exfra~judicial 

7. Mental StabDfty: The demands of the judicial require a high performance, and a 
candidate must be both mentally and physically capable of performing the duties of the office sought with 
or without reasonable accommodation for any mental or physical impajmlent that substantially limits a 

\ 

/ 

,/ 

v 



Unquali&ed 
I. Experience: The extent and variety of a candidate's experience as an attorney or as a judge or both 
should be considered in lig)J.t of the ll8tllre of the judicial to be filled. 
9. Judldal Temperament: A candidate's ability to consistently exhibit exempJary judicial temperament 
will be reviewed. Among the qualities that comprise such a temperament are patience, open-mindedness, 
courtesy, tact. firmDess, unde.rs1lmding. compassion. and humility. Factors that indicate a lack of judicial 

include arrogance, impatieoce, , arbitrariness, and .,. ........ ,.. 
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or statutory 

:z. Ethical Fitnen: A candidate must have the ability to perform adjudicative duties and to 
with litigants, lawyers, witnesses, and other courtroom participants objectively and without bias. A 
candidate should have a sense of humor and must exhibit tmstwortbiness, moral vigor, imd strength of 
character. A candidate's past action and deeds should demonstrate consistent adherence to high ethical 
principles and his or her reputation should be above reproach. A candidate must also follow campaigning 
and pledging laws. At a minimum, a sitting judge will be expected to have complied with the Code of 
Judicial 
3. A tobe in 
principles and in proocdUI'al and evidentiary rules. A candidate must have the ability to communicate in a 
style that is both lucid and pClli!JSSive and must have the intdlectual capacity to interpret established legal 
principles, apply them to specific factual situations, and clearly and logically commumcate the reasoning 
J.cadiug up to his or her conclusion. A candidate's acadmmc record, participation in contimling legal 
education or other seminars, legal writing, and reputation among professional colleagues to evaluate legal 
knowledge and ability will be :reviewed. On the appellate court level, consideration will be given to a 
candidate's to WOik well ~ith others and to build or reach a consensus when Hnnrnnr-isdA 

4. Character: . a regarding or ethical standards, wotk and 
finanoial responsibility, will be reviewed, as well as a thorough inwstigation of any complaints, 

made a candidate. · 
5. of a candidate's background will include the following: 1) the non-legal 
experience; 2) the candidate's ir(volvement in community aflilirs, public office, or pro bono work; or 3) the 
candidate's views on social issutas and his or her desire to affect pub& policy. A review will be undertaken 
to ensure a candidate has followed the Code of .Judicial Conduct's prohibition against certain extra-judicial 
activities and rules the use 
6. requirea 
must be both mmtally and physically capable of performing the duties of the office sought with or without 
reasonable accommodation for any mental or physical impaiiment lhat subs1antially limits a major life 

7. Mental Stability: The demands of the judicial office require a level performance, and a 
candidate must be both mentally md physiCally capable of perfouning the duties of the office sought with 
or without reasonable accommodation for any mental or physical im.painnent that substantially limits a 

life 

/ 

/ 

,/ 



UnquaUfied 
8. Experience: The extent and variety of a candidate's experience as an attorney or as a judge or both 
should be considered in light of t'M DBture of the iudicia1 to be :filled. 
9. Justielal Temper•mtnt: A candidate's ability to CODBistent1y exhibit exemplary judicial temperament 
will be reviewed. Among the qualities that comprise such a temperament are patience, opeo-mindedness, 
courtesy, tact, firmness, understanding. compassion. and humility. Factors tbat indicate a lack of judicial 

include , impatience, pomposity, arbitrariness. and •yuwu.J'. 

Related Comments: 

SUMMARY STATEMENT: 

A.;.~._,.,_ 
G. Trenholm Walker 
Committee Chair's Name 
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The Bon. Peter L. Fuge 
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constitutional or statutory requirements of 

cml1idate must the ability to to deal 
with witnesSes, BDd other courtroom participants objectively and bias. A 
candidate should have a sense of humor am~· must exhibit trustworthiness, moral vigor, and strength of 
character. A candidate's past action and deeds should demonstrate consistent adherence to high erhical 
principles and his or her reputation should be above reproach. A candidate must also follow campaigning 
and pledging ·taws. At a minimum, a sitting judge will be expected to have complied with the Code of 

Conduct's to avoid the 
3. Professional and Mademk J\bWty: A candidate is expected to be well-versed in 
principles and in procedural and evidentiary roles. A candidam must have the ability to communicate in a 
style that is both lucid and persuasive and most have the intellectual capacity to interpret established legal 
prinoiples, apply them to specific factual si1uations, ·and clearly and logically communicate the reasoning 
leading up to his or her conchJsion. A candidate's academic record, participation in continuing legal 
education or other seminars, legal writing, and reputation among professional colleagues to evaluate legal 
knowledge and ability will be reviewed. On the appellate court level, consideration will be given to a 

to wcnk well with others and to build or reach a consemus when 
Charaeter: 'I'hc character of a candidate regarding his or her standards, work habits, and 

fiuncial responst)ility, will be reviewed, as well as a thorough investigation of any complaints, 
a candidate. 

S. a candidate's background will include the following: 1) the non,..Ieaal 
experience; 2) the candidate's involvement in community affairs. public office, or pro bono work; or 3) the 
candidate's views on social issues and his or her desire to aftilct public policy. A review will be~ 
to ensure a candidate has followed the Code of Judicial CODduct's prohibition against certam extra-jwlicial 

rules the use of office. 
Physieal Hc!l&,: The demands of the judicial office require a and a 

must be both mentally and physically capable of performing the duties of the office sought with or wi1bout 
m180118ble accommodation for :my mental or physical impairment that substantially limits a major life 

I 

( 



8. Experienee: The extent and variety of a c:anmdate•s experience as an attorneY or as a judge or both 
should be con&idered in · of the nature of the · · · to be filled. 
9. Jndfgal Temnerampt: A candidate's ability to consisteDtly exhibit exemplary judicial temperament 
will be reviewed. Among the qualities tbat comprise such a temperament are patience, open-mindedness, 
courtesy. tact, firmness, uodersWlding. compassion, and humility. Factors that indicate a lack of judicial 

erament inclu.de arm · aticnce o · , arb· · and fvrAnnv 

Related Comments: 

SUMMARY STATEMENT: 

ualified 

.fl./~u/~"L 
G. Trenholm Walker 
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The Bon. Diane Schafer Goodstein 
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or statutory requirements of 

A to 
priociples and in procedural and evidentiary rules. A carutidate must have the ability to communicate in a 
style that is both lucid and pemuasive and must have the intellectual capacity to intexpret established legal 
principles, apply them to specific factual situations, and clearly and logi.cally communicate the reasoning 
leadiDg up to' his or her conclu!Jion. A candidate's academic record, participation in continuing legal 
education or other seminars, legal writing, aDd reputation among professional colleagues to evaluate legal 
knowledge and ability will be reviewed. On the appellate court level, consideration will be given to a 

well with others and to build or reach a CODSCDSUS when 
4. ne character of a candidate regarding his or her ethM;al work habits, and 
fiDancial responsibility, will be reviewed, as well as a thorough investigation of any complaints, 

made . 

5. Reputation: of a candidate's background will include the following: 1) the non~ree::ai 
experience; 2) the candidate's involvement in community affilirs, public office, or pro bono work; or 3) the 
candidate's views on social iSSUCII and his or har desire to. affect public policy. A review will be unde.rtBken 
to ensure a candidate bas folle>WIM the Code of Judicial Conduct's prohibition against cer1ain extra-judicial 
activities and roles 

require a of performance, and a candidate 
must be both nrentally and physically capable of performing the duties of the office sought with or without 
reasonable accommodation for my mental or physical impairment tbat substantially limits a major life 

d 
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